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In high-performance aircraft, the need for total environmental
awareness coupled with high-g loading (often with abrupt on
set) creates a predilection for cervical spine injury while the
pilot is performing routine movements within the cockpit. In
this study, the prevalence and severity of cervical spine injury
are assessed via a modified cross-sectional survey of pilots of
multiple aircraft types (T-38 and F-14, F-16, and F/A-18 fight
ers). Ninety-five surveys were administered, with 58 full re
sponses. Fifty percent of all pilots reported in-flight or imme
diate post-flight spine-based pain, and 90% of fighter pilots
reported at least one event, most commonly (>90%) occurring
during high-g (>5 g) turns of the aircraft with the head deviated
from the anatomical neutral position. Pre-flight stretching was
not associated with a statistically significant reduction in
neck pain episodes in this evaluation, whereas a regular
weight training program in the F/A-18 group approached a
significant reduction (mean = 2.492; P < 0.064). Different
cockpit ergonomics may vary the predisposition to cervical
injury from airframe to airframe. Several strategies for preven
tion are possible from both an aircraft design and a preventive
medicine standpoint. Countermeasure strategies against
spine injury in pilots of high-performance aircraft require ad
ditional research, so that future aircraft will not be limited by
the human in control.

Introduction

The health and welfare ofaviators in the U.S. Department of
Defense presenta challenge formilitary occupational health

careworkers becauseofthe uniqueand physically taxing envi
ronmentin which the aviators work and live. Aviation and aero
space representa large component ofthe U.S. military budget,
and pilots controlling and protecting extremely costly federal
assets must be in top physical condition to perform their mis
sion safely. The responsibility ofmaintaining the pilot's health
and performance conditions lies with the squadron flight sur
geon. The health of the pilots extends beyond their military
careers, because these individuals become the coreofaviation
operations for the entire U.S. aerotransportation industry.
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Technological advances haveproduced improvements in U.S.
fighter airframe composite materials, flight controls, propulsion
systems, and avionics, allowing the warplane to fly farther,
faster, higher, and longer. These aircraft characteristics are
pushing beyond the limits of current human capability and
endurance. As a result, the fighter pilot, more than ever, is at
risk for injury and adverse health outcomes as a result of the
occupational hazards ofthe profession.

The current operational fighter/attack aircraft in the U.S.
inventory include the F-14, F-15, F-16, F/A-18, andAV8B (Har
rier). These aircraftpossess 7.5-10 X gravity (g) limitations for
structural integrity. Future high performance aircraft, like the
F-22, a newair-superiority fighter, or possibly the Joint Strike
Fighter, maypossessairframes capable ofwithstanding greater
than 10 X g.TheUSAF Combat Edge Program withg-suitvest,
helmet, and maskmodifications ± ATAGS (advanced technology
anti-g suit) are designed to push the pilot's cardiovascular g
tolerance to 12.1,2 Soon to follow, if funding allows, will be the
Joint Strike Fighter. Bythe year 2020, the United States may
alsohavea smallfleet ofmilitary spaceplanes, witheven greater
load-bearing limits forreentryand cross-range maneuvering. If
piloted, thesevehicles areboundtopossessincreased electronic
reconnaissance and control capability, which usuallytranslates
into more intense task saturation, on top of the added physical
stresses ofoperating at extremely high speedand g-loads. Ad
ditionally, reduced military budgetshavemeant a higheroper
ations tempo with diminished manpower (getting more out of
fewer personnel). This adds fatigue to increased tasking and
higherphysical stresses, creating conditions ripeforpilot error
and injury.

During the past 15 years, there have been increasing num
bers ofreports ofneck injuryas a result ofthe g-forces experi
enced in modemfighter aircraft. These reportsbeganappearing
in the literaturein the late 1970s,3,4 witha specific casereportof
a backseat injuryin the F-16B appearing in 1988.5 The injury
issue has sincebeenevaluated withmore scrutinybyboth U.S.
Air Force and Navy flight surgeons, first epidemiologically in
1988,6,7 and then mechanistically by a North Atlantic Treaty
Organization ally, the FinnishAir Force, in the mid 1990s.8-13
Theresultsoftheseevaluations pointed toa numberofpotential
contributory factors, including (1) the load onto the cervical
spine from the weight of the head and helmet with or without
nightvision goggles (head, 3.5-5.0 kg; helmet, visor, and com
munication combo [without nightvision goggles], 1.1-2 kg, de
pending on the type ofhelmet [AF:HGU-55P {1.1 kg} vs. HGU
26P{1.6 kg}]),9 e.g., the relative loadofhead plus helmeton the
cervical spine at 9 g = 48 to 65 kg (105-143 pounds); (2) other
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forces on the spinal column, including type offorce-compres
sive (Gz) , torsional, and translational-and direction of force
Gx, Gy, etc.: and (3) typeand orientationofejection seat (upright
vs. reclined).

The flight equipment that has been developed to support the
cardiovascular system, to preventg-induced loss ofconscious
ness includesg-suit and combatedge. Also, there is equipment
in the cockpit to support the pulmonary/oxygen transport sys
tem: either onboardoxygen-generating systemor liquid oxygen
to increase fraction of inspired oxygen near 100°10, if required,
and positive pressure supply to a tight-fitting aviator's mask.
However, to date, there has been no equipment developed to
support the musculoskeletal system.

Oneflight surgeon, in a recent report, has begun an inquiry
into possible prevention strategies." Prevention strategies are
felt to be critical to slow the alarming number of pilot spine
injuriesobserved duringthe past few years. Duringjointservice
medical responsibility situations, such as dissimilar aircraft
combat training, flight surgeons have observed an increased
number of cervical neck injuries in F-16 and F/A-18 pilots.
Conditions that we feltwere important to evaluate, in terms of
both understanding etiologic factors and developing a concrete
prevention strategy, were as follows: ergonomics of airframe,
flight characteristics ofairframe, rapid-onsetturning capability,
location of the flight control stick, and rails/handles in the
cockpit to brace/support the pilot's upper body during high-g
turning. We also felt it was important to evaluate a number of
behavioral issues that maycontributeto these injuries, includ
ing (1) pre-flight behavior issues: exercise (resistive and aero
bic), conditioning, stretching, warm-up, general health factors,
sleeppatterns, smoking, ethanolingestion; (2) in-flight behavior
issues: head and bodyposition during bracingfor turns, onset
rate ofpull forhigh-g turns; and (3) post-flight behavior issues:
stretching, exercise, use of analgesics, use of ancillary thera
peuticaids (heating pads, etc.). Therefore, a morein-deptheval
uation ofpilotswas conductedto examine the issues felt to be
important in the production ofspinal injury.

Two illustrative case historieswere selected for presentation
as examples of characteristic symptom complexes and clinical
evaluation and treatment methods.

Case Descriptions

Case 1
During a routine currency flight, a 32-year-old F-16C pilot,

with >1,500 hours logged in high-performance jet aircraft
(HPJA), experienced severe pain in his right base ofneck asso
ciated with paresthesias in the right upper extremity. His last
sortie had been basic fighter maneuvers (BFM), 11 days previ
ously. The pilotwas number one ofa two-ship flying BFM. The
symptoms beganduringthe third engagement while he was in a
right-handdefensive 6,000-foot perch.Hewentintoinitialbreak
tum registering 8.3 g on the g-meter, followed by a secondtum
of7 g with an unload for energy. The pilotrepositioned himself
fora better checksix o'clock visual, and when he reapplied the
tum, neck pain commenced with approximately 4 g on the jet.
The pilotunloadedg-force from the tum and aborted the fight.
He informed number twothat the missionwas terminatedand
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that they were to return to base. He called via radio to the
supervisor of flying and said that he needed to perform a
straight-inapproachand landingbut didnot declare an in-flight
emergency. He requested that the emergency medical services
meet him at the jet because the pain had not subsided.After a
challenging landing, as a result ofthe pain and degraded motor
function of the right upper extremity, emergency medical ser
vices placedthe pilotin a neckbraceand transportedhimto the
hospital emergency center. After securing the pilot to a back
boardand placing himin the ambulance, therewasan unevent
fultransport to the hospital. Thepatient'svitalsignswerestable
duringtransport. Aside from the pain in his neck,the remaining
physical examination was unremarkable. No acute neurological
deficits were noted upon examination by the emergency room
physician. Immediately, cervical and lumbar spine radiographs
were obtainedwhile the patient was on the backboard. These
includedcross-table lateral studies as well as anteriorand pos
teriorviews and oblique and swimmer's views. Theradiographs
revealed bilateralspondylosis at the level ofIA-5 in the lumbar
spine, and the cervical spine was felt to be unremarkable.

Follow-Up Aeromedical Evaluation

History ofPresent illness

The severe pain that occurred immediately after the injury
lasted approximately 2 hours and gradually subsided.Within 8
hours ofthe incident, the pilotcomplained oflessintensepainin
the rightbase ofthe neck that was episodic in nature. However,
he stillhad a shooting pain emanatingfrom the base ofthe neck
radiating to the right upper extremity with certain positions of
the neck. The pain at the time of examination was associated
with continued upper extremity paresthesias, mainly affecting
the right index and little fingers. The symptoms were different
from the pain that he had experienced at the time ofthe injury
in the aircraft, in which the thumb and indexfinger werealso
affected.

Hispast historywassignificant fora previous episode (7years
earlier) ofbackand neckpain that occurredacutelyafterpulling
g's in the F-16. His pain was characterized as dull in the right
shoulderand neck.Hewastreatedwithcervical tractionwithout
anyimprovement, andsubsequently hewastreatedconservatively
with gentle manipulation, physical therapy, and anti-inflamma
toryagents. Hereports occasional rightlumbarbackpain.

Physical Examination

Rotatory movement of the head was limited to 75 degrees to
the rightand 85 degrees to the leftdue to discomfort in the base
ofthe neck and the upper right shoulder region. Flexion of the
neckwas limited to 60 degrees, at whichpoint there weresome
paresthesias induced in the right thumb and indexfinger. The
right shoulder at 90 degrees of elevation was able to be inter
nallyrotated 165 degrees forward and beyond 0 degrees back
ward without significant discomfort. However, abduction to 70
degrees produced pain in the base ofthe neck and shoulder.

Straight leg raising was negative bilaterally to 90 degrees of
hip flexion bilaterally. There was no evidence of diminished
pinprick sensation in the upper and lower extremities bilater
ally. However, there was slightdiminution oftwo-point discrim
inationin the ringand littlefingers ofthe righthand. Therewere
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no other abnormalities noted in the rest of the dermatomal
distribution ofthe rightupper extremity. Thedeeptendonreflex
examination revealed normal left patellar and Achilles' tendon
and normalrightpatellartendonreflexes, witha decreased right
Achilles' tendon reflex. The left upper extremity had normal
biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis. The right upper extremity
had diminished bicepsand brachioradialis deeptendonreflexes
but normaltriceps reflexes.

Theinitialimpression was injuryto rightcervical spinenerve
roots secondary to g-loading with highly rotated head position;
cervical discherniationor nerve rootentrapmentwasruledout.
Thelevel ofinjurywasnot clearfrom the patient'ssymptomatol
ogy and neurological examination, because the C6and C8sen
sorydermatomes were affected but there was sparingofthe C7
dermatome. Themotorcomponent ofC6appeared to be mainly
affected, again sparing C5and Tl.

Therefore, magnetic resonance imaging witha 1.5-teslamag
net imaging unit revealed degenerative disk disease at C6-7,
withmild reductionin disc heightand spondylosis both anteri
orlyand posteriorly. Therewas a small leftparacentricprotru
sion of the C6-7 disc that slightly indented the thecal sac and
abutted the C7 nerve root; this protrusion appeared chronic in
nature.There wasmild osseous foraminal narrowing bilaterally at
this level. There wasalsodegenerative changes at C2-3and C3-4.

Aneurosurgeon consulted about the casefelt that a nerve root
injury had occurred when the g-forces compressed the C6-7
disc, further narrowing an already narrowed neural foramen. A
robust conservative management strategy was recommended
that included duties not to includeflying for 3 months; a rigid
cervical collar for2 weeks, followed by a softcollar for2 weeks;
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication; ibuprofen 800 mg
tid for 4 weeks; and cyclobenzaprine 10 mg qid for 10 days. A
cervical pillow was prescribed for nighttime use. The pain re
solved completely in 2weeks; however, physical therapywasnot
instituted until 1 month after the injury. At 1 month, there was
normal sensory testing, Adson's testing was negative, muscle
strength testing in the upper extremities was symmetrical, as
were upper extremity deeptendonreflexes. There was spasm in
the paraspinal musculature innervated by C5-7, as well as in
the rightlevator scapulaeand rhomboid. Trigger-point massage
therapywas instituted, and after the spasms were relieved, the
MacKenzie protocol and stretchingexercises ofthe thoracic and
cervical spinewere used in the secondmonthafterinjury. In the
third month, cervical and upper bodystrengthening exercises,
with special emphasison the right rotator cuff, were taught to
the pilot by a physical therapist and supervised for the first
week. After completion of the strengthening program, the pilot
was placed back in flying status, but for non-air combat ma
neuvering or BFM flights. After 2 weeks withno symptom recur
rence, the pilotwas placed back on full flight status and has
flown allmissions withoutsymptom recurrence formorethan 3
months.

Case 2

History ofPresent Illness

A35-year-old reserve pilotwith> 1,200hours in the F/A-18A
had a history of episodic "stiff necks" for 15 years beginning
earlyin his career in the F/A-18. The onset ofsymptoms com-
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menced within12hours afterflying combattrainingsorties; the
symptoms were mainly soreness and stiffness in the posterior
lateral neck musculature, worsened with extreme rotarymove
ments, especially to the right, but associated withsorenessand
stiffness in both sidesofthe neckand in both shoulders. These
pain episodes were managed with the application ofcold, then
heat, plus anti-inflammatory agents and even chiropractic ma
nipulation. Slowly, the symptoms would abate until the next
episode.

Asingle eventin May 1997, immediately after a rapid-onset,
high-g tum while checking six to the right, withhis right hand
on the stick and no hands on the rail or cockpit handle, pro
duced a pop sensation in his neck during the flight. Heexperi
enced only minimal pain during the flight, so the engagement
was continued. After returningto the ground, he notedprogres
sive sharp, severe pain in the right lateralneck associated with
muscle spasms in the right shoulderblade and weakness and
twitching in the right forearm.

Physical Examination

Evaluation conducted by the squadron flight surgeon and
neurologist, who suspected cervical nerve root radiculopathy,
found weakness in the flexor carpiradialisand diminished bra
chioradialis reflex. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a C6-7
disc bulgebut no frank herniation.

Orthopedic consultation recommended an anterior diskec
tomyand removal ofthe pilotfrom the high-g environment. After
much discussion, the pilotwas given a medical downchit (re
moved from flying duties), and a trial of conservative therapy
was instituted. After 2 months, the symptoms resolved. The
pilotwas given an upchit and has flown all scheduled sorties
withoutsymptoms for the past 8 months.

Methods

A modified cross-sectional surveydesign was used retrospec
tively to evaluate a cross-section of pilots of multiple aircraft
types for the presence or absence of spinal injury or disease
symptoms. The study made use ofan anonymous, self-admin
istered written questionnaire that was taken to individual
squadrons across the United States and explained to the pilots
or the squadron commander by the authors. Stampedself-ad
dressed envelopes were given to the pilots to return the com
pleted questionnaires. The questionnaire consisted of20 ques
tionsthat soughtto evaluate the presence, nature, severity, and
timing ofsymptoms, the head position at the time ofonset, the
factors in the cockpit contributing to the symptoms, and the
behavioral characteristics ofthe pilotpredisposing to symptom
occurrence, and finally to acquire information formanagement
and prevention strategyrecommendations. Avisualanalog pain
scalewasused and explained to the pilotsor commander before
completion.

A broad cross-section of pilots were surveyed by squadron
and individually, including pilotsofthe following aircraft: C-26,
G-2, KC-135 (parabolic, zero-g route) T-38, and F-14, F-15,
F-16, and F/A-18 fighters. Atotal of95 surveys were adminis
tered, with 70 partial and 58 full responses. The working hy
pothesis postulated a larger prevalence of spine-related symp
tomsin fighter pilots than previously reported and the presence
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of characteristics unique to the F-16 and F/A-18 aircraft and
their pilots that make spinal injurymorelikely.

Thesurvey results were analyzed by cross-tabulation matrix,
using the t test to examine statistical relationships. Signifi
cancewas set forp < 0.01.

Results

A summary of survey data form responses is presented in
Table I. Thedata presentedrepresenta frequency distribution of
listedresponsesbrokendown by typeofaircraftflown, withthe
exception of the pain scores, which represent mean values for
each group.

Forty-nine percent of all pilots and 78% of HPJA pilots sur
veyed have experienced in-flight or immediate post-flight pain
episodes, but 90% offighter pilotshaveexperienced at least one
event. Painepisodes didnot occurin low-g aircraftpilots (C-26,
KC-135, shuttle trainingaircraft) and were uncommon (27%) in
intermediate-g aircraftpilots(T-38). Bybranch ofservice, 92.6%
ofAir Force fighter pilots surveyed (F-15, F-16) versus 86% of
Navy/Marine pilots (F/A-18) reported in-flight pain. F/A-18 pi
lots had a lower incidence of in-flight pain episodes compared
with F-16 or F-15 pilots; this difference was not statistically
significant (p < 0.25). Thepainepisodes in F/A-18 pilotswere of
greater severity than those in the other fighter pilots (7.0 vs.
6.3/5.8) and in T-38 pilots (4.7) who had pain, although the
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pain severity difference wasnot statistically different. Thenum
ber of pain episodes in fighter aircraft pilots (both F-16 and
F/A-18) were significantly higherthan inT38pilots(p < 0.001).

Only 18 of the F/A-I8 pilots provided information on the
location oftheir pain; this information is shown in Table I. The
numberofin-flight pain episodes varied from 0 to 20 in the last
year, the medianbeing2, with no trend by aircraft type. There
was a trend of pain experienced by F/A-18 pilots being of
shorter duration than that experienced by F-16 pilots, with the
pain generally passing in hours to days rather than days to
weeks. Also, several F/A-18 pilots reported that they often did
not have in-flight pain but developed pain within hours after
completing their sorties. The majority of pilots with pain had
more than one affected site, with multiple bilateral sites being
most common. In those pilots wholateralized their symptoms,
the right side was affected more commonly than the left by a
greater than 2:1 ratio. Interestingly, paresthesias more com
monly lateralized to the right side by a 14:5 ratio across the
board. However, if broken down by aircraft type, F-16 pilots
lateralized to the right side, in that paresthesias occurred in a
9:2 right-to-left ratio, whereas F/A-18 pilots were evenly split, 3
right, 4 left. Thethumb, index, and long fingers were affected more
commonly than the ringand little fingers (6:7:6:4:2 ratio, respec
tively). Four pilots in multiple aircraft also reported lower back
symptoms in addition to symptoms in the neckand shoulder.

Approximately 90% of pilots reported that the pain event

TABLE I

BREAKDOWN OF PAIN QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES BYAIRCRAFT TIPE

Aircraft Type

Question F-16 F-15 F/A-18 T-38 Low-g- Total

Pain in-flight or post-flight 23/24 (96%) 2/3 (67%) 19/22 (860/0) 3/11 0/10 34/70 (49%)
Location

RN 6 0 7/18 0 0 13/66
LN 1 1 5/18 0 0 7/66
Rand LN 2 0 1/18 0 0 3/66
RN and RS 2 0 0 1 0 3/66
RN, LN, RA, and LA 1 0 0 0 0 1/66
Multiple bilateral sites 8 1 3/18 2 0 15/66
Multiple sites plus back 2 0 2/18 0 0 4/66

Pain severity (average) 5.8 6.3 7.1 4.7 0 6.1
Paresthesias 12/24 (50%) 2/3 (670/0) 8/18 (44%) 0 0 22/66 (330/0)

R 9 1 3 0 0 14
L 2 0 4 0 0 5
Unknown or bilateral 1 1 1 0 0 3

Pre-flight stretch 20/24 (83%) 2/3 (67%) 10/18 (560/0) 1/11 2/10 34/66 (52%)
+stretch, +pain 17/20 1/2 7/10 0/1 0/2 26/35 (74%)
+stretch, no pain 3/20 1/2 3/10 1/1 2/2 9/35 (26%)
no stretch, no pain 1/4 0/1 2/8 8/10 8/8 19/31 (61%)

no stretch, +pain 3/4 1/1 6/8 2/10 0/8 12/31 (39%)
Regular exercises 12/24 (50%) 0/3 (0 0/0) 5/18 (280/0) 3/11 1/10 21/66 (320/0)

+exercise, no pain 5/12 0/0 4/5 2/3 3/3 14/23 (610/0)

+exercise, +pain 7/12 0/0 1/5 1/3 0/3 9/23 (40%)
no exercise, no pain 4/12 1/3 5/13 6/8 7/7 22/43 (51%)

no exercise, +pain 8/12 2/3 8/13 2/8 0/7 20/43 (47%)

Abbreviations: R, right; L, left; N, neck; S, shoulder; A, arm. +stretch, pilot stretches pre-flight; no pain, pilot did not experience pain; no stretch,
pilot does not stretch pre-flight; +pain, pilot experienced pain; +exercise, pilot exercises regularly pre-flight; no exercise, pilot does not exercise
regularly pre-flight.
aLow-g aircraft: C-25, KC-135, G-2 (shuttle training aircraft).
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resulted during htgh-g (>5 g) turns of the aircraft. Eighty-five
percent of those pilots described either head/body movement
during the tum or having the head rotated while turningas the
precipitating behavior, usually checking the sixo'clock position
(looking toward the rear of the aircraft) or overhead (Fig. 1).
Having the headand upperbody braced before the onsetofthe
tum was commonly reported as a means to prevent the pain
episodes (Fig. 2). One pilot unloads the jet before attempting
head movements. Another pilot reported keeping his head for
wardduring turns sinceexperiencing severe painwithhis head
back, with no subsequent recurrences. Several pilots com
mented that the pain and injury is part of their job and that
there is no way to avoid it.

Painreporting for pilots who stretch or exercise before flight
was subsequent to initiation of these activities, because many
pilots had experienced in-flight pain before beginning a stretch
or exercise regimen. Eighty-three percent of F-I6 and 44% of
F/A-I8 pilots reported stretching their necksbefore flying. Un
fortunately, 76% of pilots who stretch still have experienced
subsequent pain episodes dunng or after flight. There was no
statisticaldifference between pilots who stretch and thosewho
do not stretch in the numberofpain episodes in eitheraircraft
(mean = 0.24; p = 0.624) .

Fifty percentof F-16 and 28% of F/A-I8 pilots now consis
tentlyparticipate in weight training exercises for the neckmus
cles. Thenumber ofpain episodes in pilots who exercise regu
larly in both the F-I6 and F/A-I8havebeenreduced compared
withthosein pilots who donot exercise; however, the difference
wasnotsignificant inF-16pilots, but it approached significance
in the F/A-I8 group [mean = 2.492; p < 0.064). Ofthosepilots
who now perform the strengthening exercises regularly, only
43% haveexperienced subsequentpain episodes.

Discussion

There are several problems in perfonning an epidemiologic
survey of this type in this population. Extracting information,
i.e., survey participation, can be quitechallenging, because pi
lots in general are reluctantto provide accuratepersonal, med
ical-type information.They alsorarely demonstrate the patience

Fig. 2. F-16C canopy closed. Checking six to left with support of the left arm on
the handrail.

Military Medicine, Vol. 165, January2000
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Fig. 1. F·16C canopy open . Checking six and overhead to right. The pilot's neck
is twisted and extended, placing it in a vulnerable pos ition for g-loading-associated
injury.

tovoluntarily complete a detailed survey en toto. Only oneF-14
pilotresponded; therefore, thosedata were not included in the
analysis. Also, there will be bias in completing a self-report
survey, both observational and recall bias,which often leadsto
misclassification. There are obvious confounding variables that
cannot be clearly sorted in a limited briefsurvey. With an un
proven survey data form, both the reliability and the validity of
the data can be questioned. Finally, a larger sample sizefor all
aircraft types would allow a true cross-sectional survey and
would reduce variability ofthe data within groups. Obviously, a
prospective cohort study will be beneficial to accurately com
pare injury events by type of aircraft and to establish a valid
mechanism ofinjury.

We feel that the casesreported heredocument a uniquemed
ical scenario that results from the highly unusual environmen
tal stressors experienced by these pilots. In both cases pre
sented, there was injury to the cervical nerve roots without
clear-cutassociated herniated nucleuspulposus(HNP) onmag
neticresonance imaging. Twisting the neckto full rotation and
loading up to 150 pounds ofweight onto the cervical spine is
unique to the fighter pilot community. Acute neck pain, often
withreferral intothe shoulderor arm and often associated with
rightupperextremity paresthesias [radiculopathy), is the result
ofthis occupational exposure. We believe that the nerve rootis
injured bythebony lamina underthecompressive force but that
the force is not great enough to produce frank disk herniation.
Thisis why theseinjuries are acuteorsubacuteand can resolve
withmore conservative therapies. Theinjury mechanism is dif
ferent from that reported previously in no-ejection-related spi
nal injuries.7.13

Theincidence and prevalence ofcervical painwith orwithout
radiculopathy has beenincreasing witheachreportin the liter
ature, and the occurrence ofpain in this report is the highest
yet. We feel that this is attributable to several factors:

(1) More pilots are experiencing painas theyaccumulate more
hours in the aircraft. There seems to be a bimodal peak of
incidence ofinjury. One smallpeakis found early in the fighter
pilot's career,before learning techniques for avoidance but while
the support structures are stillvigorous, because ofyouth. The
otherpeakoccurs laterin the pilot's career[>1,000flight hours
logged), when the accumulated effect of many load-bearing
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events takes its toll on the cervical disks":": as the pilot ages,
the supporting ligaments, muscles, and disc structure itselfare
less resistant to injury.

(2) The index of suspicion is higher among flight surgeons
because these principles are taught in flight surgeon training
programs.

(3) Anonymous survey reporting mechanisms allow pilots to
reveal injury occurrences without significant concern for ad
verse effects on their career.

Because ofthe limited numberofresponses from F-15pilots,
the results ofthis survey do not allow a comparison ofinjuries
basedon the turningcapabilities ofthe various fighter aircraft.
We postulated that the injuries would be greater in the F-16
compared withthe F-15orF-14because ofthe fly-by-wire com
puter flight control system that automatically g-limits the tum
rate and allows the pilot to maximally input stickcontrols. The
cockpit ofthe aircraft differ in several important ways. First, the
F-16 seat is reclined 30 degrees relative to the more upright
seats of the other aircraft (a feature designed to improve the
pilot's Gz tolerance and todecrease g-induced lossofconscious
ness episodes). Second, the location ofhandrails on the sideof
the cockpit is different among the aircraft. Finally, the F-16
control stickis fixed in position on the rightsideofthe cockpit,
versus the center, floor-mounted sticks of the other fighters.
Although most pilots constantly maintain center stick aircraft
control with the righthand, the option exists, duringa tum, to
release the throttle and use the left hand to brace the upper
body when looking left(Fig. 2).When turningright, however, the
pilotofthe center-seat aircraft (Fig. 3)could switch stickcontrol
hands and brace himself on the handrail with the right hand
(Fig. 4).This option doesnot existfor theF-16pilot and could be
one mechanism to account for the differential rate of injury
between the F-16 and F/A-18 pilots and the disproportionate
distribution of injuries in the right neck and associated right
sided paresthesias. Injuries seem to occur more often when
pilots tum while looking right, but thereis inconsistency in pilot
use ofthe "switch-flight-control-hand" technique.

Theinclination ofthe seat, as pointed out in earlier reports,"
mayalsomakethe F-16 pilot more vulnerable to injury because
of the natural neck flexion prompted by the backrestposition
before attempted head rotation. However, this mechanism does
not account for the right-sided symptom predilection.

Fig. 3. Cockpit of F/A·18A, showing a center night control stick.
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Fig. 4. F·16C canopy open. Checking six to right without support of the right arm
because of the need to keep the right hand on the stick.

Treatment of significant aviation-related cervical injuries
shouldbe individualized basedon the symptoms and pathology
found ondiagnostic evaluation. However, because ofthe unique
mechanism of injury, we recommend, in the absence of cord
impingement bythe discorfragments, that a conservative ther
apeutic option be used initially. This consists of rest, motion
limitation with a cervical collar, anti-inflammatory withorwith
out antispasmodic/muscle-relaxing medications, and physical
therapy, including transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
and ultrasound treatment to facilitate early pain relief. This
therapy should be conducted for several weeks to 2 months.
After completion of this program and with resolution ofsymp
toms, we recommend a rehabilitation program designed to re
duce the risk offurther injury. Should surgical intervention be
required, werecommend a more conservative diskectomy, using
microscopic techniques, before advancing to spinalfusion.

Thesurvey alsorevealed that lumbarback pain is alsoquite
common in this cohort ofhigh-performance jet pilots. Thisfind
ing is not surprising considering the increased rate of HNP
found among astronauts with previous HPJA flight time, com
pared with matched populations. A longitudinal astronaut
health study found 97 cases ofspinal injury in 3,598 person
years reviewed, compared with 148 cases in 11,690 person
years among controls. The increased rate of HNP is found in
boththe cervical (l3 X) andlumbar(2-3 X) regions. However, the
rate of radiculopathy is much lower among astronauts com
paredwithmilitary pilots: 27 per 1,000 person-years in astro
nauts versus 13per 1,000 in controls versus348per 1,000, 268
per 1,000, and 132 per 1,000 reported in Air Force, Navy, and
Marine aviator studies.":"

In the questionnaire, we attempted to determine ifa program
ofstretching plus exercise could helpprevent injuries in fighter
aircraft pilots. Unfortunately, there was no consistency in the
stretching and exercise regimens used. We feel that this is the
chiefreasonthat thesemeasures didnotresultina significantly
less frequent injury rate by regular users in this analysis. Pre
flight stretching, in this survey, didnot appeartoprevent flight
related pain. However, therewassome suggestion, in the small
number ofpilots who performed regular neck exercises, that neck
strengthening may lessen the pain risk. We feel that there are
several key points to a potentially effective prevention strategy:
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(1) More human-factors work on cockpit design, including
optimal inclination, helmetsupport that doesnot interfere with
vision, and well-positioned hand support rails.

(2) Amore defined pre-flight stretchingroutine to relaxboth
anteriorand posterior cervical soft tissue elements.

(3) Focused weight/strength training emphasizing specific
neck, shoulder, and upperchest and backmuscle groups, each
trained specifically. 18

(4) The pilots should be instructed to pre-place their head
before, initiating the tum to keep their adversary in view, but
then to maintain that position duringthe tum, ideally withthe
head and upper bodysupported, until the jet is unloaded. Em
phasize that attempting to move the head/neck duringthe tum
may increase the risk of injury. Certainly, maintaining visual
contact on the adversary is key to winning the fight, so we
cannot recommend a head-neutral position during an engage
ment; however, wecan recommend that the pilot limit his head
movement duringturns tojust allow lineofsightto the "bogey."

(5) Tolessen neck injury, the "backseater," be theyweapons
specialist officer, radar intercept officer, or flight surgeon, may
be advised to limit head movements during the engagement/
weapons delivery and to monitor the cockpit instruments/dis
plays (forward-looking infrared, etc.), unless the crew has been
pre-briefed on the need to have both crew members monitor
aircraftmovement or visualtarget identification.

Factors that affect fighter pilothealth in the cockpit include
the life support equipment, the cockpit configuration, and the
pilot's personal pre-flight and in-flight habits. The future will
bringmore capability to the Department ofDefense flying arse
nal and, as long as these vehicles are piloted, the risk of pilot
injury will likely increase. Estimates are that in 2025 and be
yond, less than 15% ofU.S. fighters will be piloted, having given
wayto unmannedcombat aerovehicles. 1 Until then, weshould
study the mechanism of spinal injury more thoroughly to give
accurate information to ergonomic designers/engineers so that
theycan builda saferand more effective human-machine inter
face for the next generation ofaerospace vehicles.
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